AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM
WHEN SCHOOL'S OUT, CLUBS ARE IN

PROGRAMS/ACTIVITIES
- HOMEWORK HELP
- DAILY SNACKS
- SPORTS
- ART, STEM, AND MORE!

TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED FROM:
- LAFAYETTE ELEMENTARY
- HAWTHORNE ELEMENTARY
- FIELD ELEMENTARY
- HOLMES ELEMENTARY

REGISTER TODAY!
SDYOUTH.ORG/CLAIREMONT
PROGRAM STARTS AUGUST 29, 2022

4635 CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD.
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117
858-273-1645

PROGRAM STARTS AUGUST 29, 2022
$60 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM FEES
$12 - WALK-IN OR WALKING PROGRAM
$14 - TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
FEES MUST BE PAID MONTHLY AND ARE CALCULATED BASED ON THE NUMBER OF SCHOOL DAYS IN THE MONTH.
SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THOSE WITH A PROVEN FINANCIAL NEED.

THIS INSTITUTION IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROVIDER.